The envelope following response (EFR) has been proposed as a non-invasive 29 marker of synaptopathy in animal models. However, its amplitude is affected 30 by the spread of basilar-membrane excitation and other coexisting sensorineu-31 ral hearing deficits. This study aims to (i) improve frequency specificity of the 32 EFR by introducing a derived-band EFR (DBEFR) technique and (ii) investigate 33 the effect of lifetime noise exposure, age and outer-hair-cell (OHC) damage on 34 DBEFR magnitudes. Additionally, we adopt a modelling approach to validate the 35 frequency-specificity of the DBEFR and test how different aspects of sensorineural 36 hearing loss affect peripheral generators. The combined analysis of simulations 37 and experimental data proposes that the DBEFRs extracted from the [2-6]-kHz 38 frequency band is a sensitive and frequency-specific measure of synaptopathy in hu-39 mans. Individual variability in DBEFR magnitudes among listeners with normal 40 audiograms was explained by their self-reported amount of experienced lifetime 41 noise-exposure and corresponded to amplitude variability predicted by synaptopa-42 thy. Older listeners consistently had reduced DBEFR magnitudes in comparison 43
Introduction
the 1 f noise-floor component. First, 340 epochs were drawn randomly with re-262 placement, among the 340 epochs (900 epochs in the second experiment). Then, 263 the FFT of these epochs were averaged. This procedure was repeated N 1 =200 264 times (N 2 =400 for the second experiment), resulting in a nearly Gaussian dis- ber of repetitions to estimate the noise-floor, p the experiment number (i.e. one or 277 two) and n equals the number of FFT points (n 1 =16384 and n 2 =8192). Figure 3 278 represents EFR raw , Noisefloor and EFR Spec spectra of subject No. 8 from NH 279 group in the first experiment. All EFR Spec peak values which were four standard 280 deviations above the noise-floor (EFR SpecSD ) for frequencies corresponding to the 281 modulation frequency (120 Hz) and its following two harmonics (240 and 360 Hz) 282 were added to yield EFR magnitude of the corresponding condition.
To construct DBEFRs, the calculated EFR PtN for each narrower-band condi-284 tion was subtracted from the following wider-band condition using:
Derived frequency bands from EFRs to the first experimental stimuli are shown 286 schematically in Fig. 2b . exposure were converted to a number of sessions per year multiplied by the duration 292 and the personal estimated noise loudness scores, i.e. a number between 1 and 5.
293
We followed the procedures as described in Degeest et al. (2014) schematically shown in Fig. 4 , was adopted to simulate the experimental con- The obtained d i s were substituted into the analogous Greenwood map equation 321 for humans, yielding the corresponding frequency points (f H i ):
To calibrate the model with the applied AN pattern, a 70 dB-nHL click-train con- tions of each experiment, namely EFR [2−22] and EFR [4−22] in the first experiment Figure 11 
